
Cass Scenic Railroad Shay Number 1, 65-ton, 3-truck, Lima S/N 1519, built in 1905, sits in the west end of the Cass locomotive
shop in February, 1969.  Acquired in 1915 and used in logging until 1960, No. 1 saw limited use on the CSRR in 1963. At the
time of the photo, there were plans to overhaul the engine, but other priorities kept coming and nothing ever happened.
Visitors saw it parked variously in and out of the shop and around the yard for years. Finally, in 1981 it was cosmetically
restored and sent to the B&O Museum in the deal that brought the Western Maryland Big 6 Shay to Cass.  (Richard M Sparks)
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Executive Director

Starting in late July, the Association began individual

solicitation of support to stabilize and begin the restoration of

the Company Doctor’s House at Cass. By late January, over

$15,500 had been donated or pledged. This is a good first step

and it represents the commitment of 87 people who recognize

the significance of this effort for the Cass Scenic Railroad State

Park.

I am awaiting a contractors bid in the hope that we can see work

begin as soon as the weather breaks in the mountains of West

Virginia. This work will be focused on fixing the foundation,

repairing rotten wood at the eaves, and repairing rotten sills on

the north side of the house. The work on the north side will

entail removing years of dirt which has moved against the sills

and getting water moving away from the house.

Of the 87 people who have contributed, 74 are members of

Mountain State. Thank you!!! This a good statement of support.

And, it is critical that this support is evident before we can

convince others who are not members of Mountain State that

this project is for real. This level of donation along with some

actual construction will put us in good shape to move forward.

However, I think we can show even a higher level of support for

this critical project. Mountain State has approximately 500

members. That makes 426 other members who if they gave

$10.00 each – well, that would put a new roof on the building.

Fifteen dollars each would mean… You get the drift. I know

many members donate unrestricted funds to your Association,

as well as to the Climax project and these are appreciated and

very important. However, $10.00 a head would go along way.

Please consider today sending a donation to Bob Hoke, 6304

Kaybro Street, Laurel, MD  20707-2621. Your $10.00 will not

only help put a appropriate roof on, but also increased

participation will help send an important message. All of Cass

is worth the effort!

George Collins

Proposed Changes to the MSR&LHA Bylaws

The MSR&LHA Board of Directors has proposed a number of

changes to the Association's bylaws.  These changes,

summarized below, will be voted on at the Association's

Annual Meeting during Railfan Weekend at Cass on May 20,

2005.  Passage of the changes requires a vote of two-thirds of

the members present.

The full text of the proposed changes will be available at the

Annual Meeting, but any Association member who wishes to

receive a copy before then can contact the Association's

Secretary, Bob Hoke, at 301-725-5877 or bob@hoke.net.  An

electronic or printed copy of the proposed changes will be

promptly supplied on request.

Proposed By-Laws Changes

• The Board of Directors sets dues (instead of the dues being set

by the membership).

• The Board of Directors defines membership categories

(instead their being defined in the By-Laws).

• All membership categories except Regular Member are

eliminated (to be recreated by the Board of Directors as

needed). 

• The date of the Annual meeting may be set at any time (not

just in May).

• Board meetings may be held in states adjoining West Virginia

(instead of just in West Virginia).

• Officers and Board members can appoint proxies (for up to

two meetings per year).

• Deletion of General and Special Membership Meetings

(leaving only the Annual Meeting proscribed in the By-Laws).

• Elections and By-Laws changes are voted on by mail ballot

instead of a membership meeting.

Volunteer Activities

Dakota Willoughby, 12-year-old grandson of two of our most

productive volunteer workers, David and Clara Atkins, wrote

the following piece for school. There has been a lot of

discussion among those involved in tourist railroads about the

future of their industry. The demographics of railroad

enthusiasts  show an aging population, and this is generally

reflected in our own MSR&LHA operation. But Dakota, and a

few other kids, with their enthusiasm, give us some reasons to

be hopeful.

What I’m Good At

I am very good at many things. One of them is working on

steam locomotives in Cass, West Virginia. I go to Cass, West

Virginia at least once a year with my grandparents. Every time I
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Dakota Willoughby at work scaling hardened grease and rust off
Climax parts in the MSR&LHA Restoration Shop.  (David Atkins)

The old water tower that we thought for years might go any day
has now gone. The contractors pushed it over [Dec. 17, 2004].
They are going to sand blast the old metal and put an epoxy on it.
Then on top will be a new redwood tank.  (Bob Starke)

go up there I try to work. I

go to the new shop that was

recently built, and then I

change into my work clothes

and get started. Now here is

a little fact, it takes around

five years to totally rebuild a

badly damaged engine. The

engine I work on is a Climax

steam engine. The first step

is to disassemble the

locomotive. There are so

many parts to come off. One

part of the engine is the

boiler. It has to be examined

and then tested. Another part

is the cab where the engineer

and fireman are.  The

engineer runs the engine and

fireman supplies coal for the

boiler.

The next step that has to be

done is to clean all the parts.

You must clean the wheels

and every part that will be

used again. This is what takes the longest time on rebuilding the

engine. This is the job I like to work on. I get to use a needle

scaler, which is a heavy tool that uses air pressure to make the

needle like parts move. They remove rust and built up grease

from the parts. This is a really dirty and greasy job, but I enjoy

it. After these things are completed, you must put the

locomotive back together.

This can take a very long

period of time and you

must be very careful.

Steam engines are the

greatest locomotives.

Issue 80     

No. 80, with the Eakle-

Calhoun photos, was

terrific. What a find those

pictures are! It's too bad

that many of the non-Cass

photos bear no

identification, but perhaps

knowledgeable MSRLHA

members can fill in some

of the gaps...Excellent job

of highlighting significant

aspects of the photos. 

I thought the mill picture

might show Condon-Lane's

plant at Horton but

concluded it did not. The

Horton mill was on the right bank of Gandy Creek; whereas,

the mill shown in the photo is clearly on the left bank of the

stream. 

As for the Radley-stack Shay on page 10, it looks a lot like

several Horton Shays shown in Teter’s Goin' Up Gandy, a

history of the Horton operation. In Teter's book are photos of

Shays 5 and 6, which are similar to No. 2 as shown in Log

Train. On page 88 of Teter is a picture of Horton No. 2 at

the mill pond. It’s a front-end shot but still looks quite

similar to the No.2 shown in Log Train. Perhaps No. 2 was

rebuilt and modernized. 

To complicate matters, Teter lists two No. 2's at Horton:

Shay 742 built in 1901 for Condon-Lane and Shay 853

built 1904 as Condon Lane No. 6 and numbered 2 by

successor Parsons Pulp & Lumber. 

Teter also has a picture of the Horton filer's loft, but I can't

tell whether it is the one shown in Log Train. 

Keep up the good work.

Keith Guthrie 

That un-named mill may indeed be Condon-Lane’s Horton

operation. Somehow, even though The Log Train text and

pictures are submitted to the printer as digital files, that one

picture was reversed during set-up when the issue was

being printed.

Richard Sparks, Editor
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For 50 years, a walk past the Cass water tower would present this scene, dominated by
the massive parts warehouse of the railroad shop. Until the early scenic railroad era, the
sandhouse sat in the grassy area between the main line and the shop track. On this
beautiful day in May, 1972,  there was nothing to suggest that the historic old railroad
shop complex would be completely destroyed two months later. 

The Old Cass Shop
By Richard M. Sparks

(Photos by the author  unless  otherwise noted)

The “old” Cass shop (1922-1972)

was built by the West Virginia

Pulp & Paper Co. It, along with

the railroad, was taken over by

Mower Lumber Co. (1942-1960),

and finally it was purchased by the

state for the Cass Scenic Railroad

in 1962. 

The facility, unusually large by

backwoods railroad standards, was

built to serve the paper company's

extensive rail logging operation,

the Greenbrier Cheat & Elk. The

building complex was located on

the same site as the present Cass

Scenic Railroad’s circa 1973

locomotive shop. The site is close

by the banks of Leatherbark

Creek, a couple hundred yards

upstream (west) from its mouth at

the Greenbrier River. The large

facility was built, starting in 1921,

to increase shop capacity and

consolidate rail and logging

equipment maintenance from two

smaller shops, one in this same location, and the other

located at the town of Spruce on the top of Cheat

Mountain. 

The footprint of the machine shop and locomotive repair

areas of the 1922 complex are essentially duplicated in

the layout of the present Cass Scenic Railroad Shop. The

large warehouse building that was part of the older

facility was not replaced when the current shop was built.

The former location of the warehouse is now the shop

parking lot, something the older complex did not have.

Until 1973, the crew walked to work from the end of the

CSRR visitor parking lot. Before the mid-1960's advent

of the CSRR visitor parking, they walked from town.

Fitted tightly between the railroad and the creek in the

narrow Leatherbark valley, the old shop was built,

according to Cass historian, “Catty” Neighbors, with

components from dismantled surplus buildings used by

the Army during World War I. Evidence of a possible

former life certainly was apparent in the corrugated sheet

steel skin, which showed rows of empty holes from where

the pieces had been attached differently at one time. Plus,

there was a kind of a disjointed look to the whole place.

The complex had three distinct elements that appeared to

have been cobbled together from at least two, perhaps

three (or more), formerly separate structures.

The locomotive shop, which housed the two through

tracks, was a high, rectangular building with heavy

I-beam framing. The adjacent machine shop was a low

slope-roof structure grafted onto the side of the

locomotive area with no wall between them. The third

element was the warehouse, a large peaked roof structure

attached to the downhill end of the machine shop. 

There was a common wall between the warehouse

building and the machine shop. Due to the location of the

long (262 feet) shop complex on a slope, there was a

four-foot difference in height between the wood floor of

the machine shop and the dirt floor of the warehouse.

Interestingly, the two shop offices and small parts storage
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The interior of the machine shop, about 1970. The main line track is outside the windows on the left. A small part of the
locomotive repair area can be seen in the right distance, Note the machine drive belts running down from the countershafts
on the ceiling and the light coming from the cupolas on the roof. Under the workbench by the door are the parallel tubes
of a  heating radiator. The dead radiators had once used steam piped from the mill. The shop offices and small parts room
were directly behind the photographer; the forge here was one of three in this area.  (David Newcomb)

In 1967, the shop crew was sorting parts on the earth floor of
the warehouse. In the left background is the ladder to the loft.
Straight back is the door to the offices and small parts room.
(Phil Bagdon)

room, at the same floor level as the machine shop, were

actually built in a wood structure, raised above the floor

of, and completely within, the cavernous warehouse. The

roof of this machine shop office “annex” formed a loft,

reached by a tall ladder from the warehouse floor.

While the locomotive repair building and the machine

shop, being architecturally similar, looked as if they

belonged together, the warehouse looked like a huge barn

awkwardly grafted onto the end of the machine shop. All

three structures had corrugated sheet steel skin and

steel-framed industrial windows. The whole complex was

painted, probably originally barn red. This was very dirty

and faded when I first saw it, but for the 1970 season, the

state painted the old buildings in a shiny boxcar red. 

The locomotive shop, like the warehouse, had earth

floors; the machine shop had a heavy wooden deck.

Similar to most of the rest of the buildings in Cass, there

was no true foundation. The shop buildings (as well as

the major machine tools inside) sat on concrete pylons
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View from the machine shop into the small parts room, with
dozens of wrenches on the wall. The two small shop offices were
on the right side of this hallway. Thanks to Dave Newcomb for
taking the time to photograph things that the rest of us just
walked past.  (David Newcomb)

that rested on the ground. Due to the sloping terrain, the

decking of the machine shop was raised several feet

above grade. This crawl space was a factor that

contributed to the ultimate destruction of the building.

One interesting quirk of the warehouse construction was

that the north wall, adjacent to the two shop tracks, was

wood. The roof was supported on this side by a  steel

truss held up at the center and ends on vertical I-beams.

The outer side of the truss was sheathed in corrugated

steel, but the remainder of the sheathing on the lower

three quarters of the wall height was horizontal wood

planks, fastened to timbers spaced upright between the

I-beams. The speculation was either the company did not

have enough steel parts to complete this one wall, or

perhaps this side was originally intended to be left open,

forming a huge shed. Since the company had used a

great quantity of similar steel framing, windows and

siding material on the boiler house at the mill and the

“hay barn” (now housing the Cass showcase) in town,

evidently they had enough to finish this wall had they

chosen to do so.  There were other smaller areas in the

east end of the railroad shop that had vertical board and

batten wooden siding instead of the corrugated metal

sheet. The largest of these was above the high bay’s

locomotive doors. It appeared as if the door opening had

once been (or optionally could be) about eight feet taller.

Going inside the old shop was a trip back in time. Belts

looping down from pulleys on countershafts running

across the ceiling drove the big machines. The power

came from a giant electric motor in the center of the

shop. A lot of the equipment had been old when it was

installed in 1922, perhaps just transferred a short

distance from the older facility. Heightening the visitor's

sense of anticipation, everything had a coat of grime that

absorbed stray light. At any distance from the large

windows, moving around was like exploring in a cave.

On a dark day, the lights feebly illuminated only their

immediate area. It tended to force you to focus on one

item at a time. This was unquestionably a unique

experience, the dark and clutter making observation, let

alone photography, a challenge. Every corner had piles

of stuff that appeared not to have been disturbed in

decades. For myself, and others, out to capture the spirit

of the grand old GC&E railroad, this added to the

excitement, wondering what artifacts were yet to be

discovered.

For what happened to the shop, I quote Roy Clarkson,

from his book, On Beyond Leatherbark: The Cass Saga.

“Things looked bright for the Cass Scenic Railroad early 

in 1972. There was an annual average of almost seventy

thousand riders; the most impressive steam locomotive

assemblage in the United States was on hand, special

excursions to the Forest Festival at Elkins, the Strawberry

Festival at Buckhannon and to Pioneer Days in Marlinton

were made annually, and references and articles on Cass

appeared frequently in popular railroad magazines. Then,

on Sunday, July 23, disaster struck. At about ten minutes

to 3 a.m. the hostler at the machine shop reported hearing

a loud noise and then seeing the shop engulfed in flames.

Two engines were inside the shop. One, Shay, No. 3, was

in operating condition and was pulled from the burning

building. The other, Climax No. 9, received some

damage. The shop building, built in 1921-22, a museum

in itself, and one of the largest steam locomotive repair
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The photographer was standing in the warehouse loft, actually the roof of the shop
office. On the left is the roof of the small parts room. In the left background can be seen
the plank wall, an oddity in this otherwise steel structure. The bins contained countless
parts and patterns. One of the rare items was a stack of unused wagon wheels found on
the top of the shelves seen here.  (David Newcomb)

In 1971, Shay 2 is nearing the end of her initial Cass overhaul. In the right rear is the wall of the
shop offices.   (Iain MacKenzie-Gray)

shops in the United States, was

totally destroyed. Many

specialized tools necessary for

work on Shay engines and a large

inventory of rare and valuable

parts were also lost. Despite the

loss, a temporary shop was set up

and the 1972 season progressed

smoothly.”

The foregoing sparse retelling of

the basic facts undoubtedly belie

Roy’s feelings, especially at the

time of the fire. He grew up in

Cass; the shop was a town

landmark, a major institution;

three generations of his neighbors

had been employed there. His

brother Ivan’s career was there as

a machinist, working in turn for

WVP&P, Mower, and CSRR. 

The utter destruction of the mostly

steel building by fire was simply

amazing. The major fuel source

was the decking of the machine shop – tons of heavy

timber, well-seasoned, soaked in spilled oil for 50 years.

This was supplemented by shop stores of coal, coke, and

acetylene. With the fire undiscovered for hours, the steel

building holding the heat, and unlimited oxygen flowing

in under that raised deck, the temperature became such

that heavy I-beams in the frame of the building drooped

limply and glass in the upper windows melted.

The two locomotives inside

were sitting on the earth

floor of the locomotive

repair shop, and thus were

spared a fatal cooking. Shay

3, which had been through a

major overhaul completed

only three months before,

was closer to the machine

shop inferno and did get hot

enough to sustain melting

of its brass parts. However,

it was subsequently repared

and gave another 20 years

of service at Cass before

being sent back to its

owners, the Oregon

Historical Society. Climax

Number 9, now under

restoration by the

MRS&LHA, was

essentially in junk condition
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Here, in 1971, is almost the same location as in the previous picture. The closest
engine is Climax, No. 9, still in the tattered paint job that was lost in the fire; a new
timber pilot beam has been installed. Next is Shay 7, just overhauled when a boiler
problem was discovered. All the small parts from this engine were lost in the shop
fire.  (Iain MacKenzie-Gray)

In 1968, the Whittaker train roars by the machine shop. This shot shows some
details of the building and the industrial type windows. Most windows in the
complex were of this design, Depending on location, the units were three, five, or
six panes high and five panes wide.  Units were mounted singly, in pairs or
groups of three, the case with the nearest group seen here. A single unit, five
panes wide by six high was 5'3" by 8'. 

before the fire. A portion of the burning roof fell on it, but

the only harm done was the loss of what little was left of

the severely deteriorated paint job dating back to former

owner Moore-Keppel, and decades past.

I found out about the disaster in a

postcard from “Catty” Neighbors and

went to Cass five days after the fire. The

ruins were still smoldering. My sense of

loss was profound. Certainly, I was

concerned about how the railroad would

be able to carry on, but I was sure the

state would make that happen. It was the

loss of this major, and completely

uncataloged, “industrial museum” that

really impacted me. 

After the fire, I decided to gather such

information as I would need to make a

detailed HO scale model of the old shop,

just so that Cass newcomers could get

some small sense of what was lost and

gone forever. I called on the Cass

“regulars” among my friends for their

recollections and photos, and crawled

about in the rubble, measuring things.

Hindsight being perfect, despite the fact

that photography was easy inside the

now-roofless shell, I thought how this

data gathering would have been a whole

lot more comprehensive if I had done it

while the building was intact. It will be

obvious from the material presented here

that I and those other railfans really only

saw the shop as incidental background

for the trains. Sadly, it never occurred to

any of us that the building would not be

there “later” when we had the time to

study it.

My ambitious model-making idea for

preserving the spirit of the shop died

rapidly. Doing the huge building and its

contents would have taken far more time

and money that I had available in those

days of low-seniority wages, tuition

payments and raising small children.

The only thing I completed using my

research was a painting, done in 1974, of

the big Shay 12 with the shop looming

in the background. In 1978 I had prints

done of this painting, which became the

best seller among the small number of railroad prints I

have issued. In fact, I still get occasional requests for this

item, which is long out of print. Even though the

popularity of the print is probably due almost completely

to the famous locomotive, just knowing that my shop

research went into a couple thousand prints scattered
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Shay 4 in the cold and quiet of the shop in February, 1969. In the foreground is a massive steam
hammer. The wood floor of the machine shop ended and the earth floor of the locomotive repair
shop began just about at the bright area on the right, next to the locomotive. This hammer, and
all the big machine tools, were on concrete footings that were set in the ground several feet
below floor level.  

In July, 1971, the then-Shay 3 sits in the west end of the locomotive shop,
the same location as shown with Shay 1 on the front cover. The 3 would be
beautifully refurbished, only to be parked in this same spot and be badly
damaged when the shop burned down a year later. 

The Radley and Hunter stack from Shay 7 sits
amid the clutter of the machine shop floor. The
belts from the main motor to the ceiling-mounted
countershaft are visible in the background.
(Iain MacKenzie-Gray)

around the world is

satisfying. But, over the

years I periodically have

run into my package of

notes, photos and sketches

of the shop. Recently, it

occurred to me that since

I'm definitely not getting

any younger. If I wanted

that shop preserved for

history, I'd better do

something. This article is

probably it.

            #   #   #
Notes: The measurements in

the accompanying diagrams 

were made by two guys using

a 50-foot tape and guesswork

(for heights). If anybody

attempts a model, by all means

assume some trial and error

before fitting parts together.

Putting this article together has

been a great trip. Looking at

pictures, a few for the first

time, put me back into this

fascinating old place, listening

to the drumming of the

building in the wind and the

slap, slap, slap of the drive

belts, when they fired up the

machine tools.
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The west end of the shop complex in 1969. The right door opening into the high bay was the tallest of the four track doors in
the locomotive shop. This one door was large enough to enable the repair crew to get a skidder into the shop. The high bay
had a man-powered traveling chain hoist.

The shed for storing volatile flammables was
covered in sheet metal. It was stencilled on each
side and twice on the end, “DANGER Keep Fire
Away”. 

West end dimensions:

(1-2) locomotive shop is 62 feet, (2-3) machine shop is 50

feet. At (4) height is 24 feet; at (5) 31 feet; at (6) 14 feet.

At (7) top of cupola is 23 feet high.
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In 1970, as photographed from the coal dock, Shay 7
switches the Whittaker train by the southeast corner of the
warehouse. Note on this end of the warehouse, the filler
between the bottom of the wall and the ground, in between
the concrete foundation pylons is made of heavy planks .

Shay 4 is shoving a flatcar into the high bay on the east end of
the locomotive shop. On the flat is Shay 2, sans trucks, newly
arrived from Vancouver Island, Canada. Note the wooden
portion of the wall above the No. 2. This was the track with the
traveling overhead chain hoist, being used here to load the 2's
trucks onto the flat.

In 1971, Shay 5 is seen from the other side in about the same
location as the 7 in the picture above. The photographer is
standing where the sandhouse had been located. 
(Iain MacKenzie-Gray)

East end dimensions: (1-2), the warehouse, is 46.5 feet; (2-

3) is 3 feet; (3-4) is 62 feet. At (5), the height is 27 feet; at

(6) 37 feet; at (7) 28.5 feet; at (8) the height is 21.5 feet.
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This May,1969 view shows the wooden north wall of the warehouse and, at left, the shop outhouse.
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View from the west end of the machine shop shows
the concrete supports for the big lathes and the
height the wood floor had been above the ground.

                         After the Fire 

Above: This was the view of the east end of the locomotive shop.
On the left leans the I-beam that formerly supported the center of
the steel truss at the top of the wall structure. On the ground are
the fallen framing timbers left from the vanished wood plank wall.

This is the “rattler.” The melted glass of the fallen
window shows the heat reached by the wooden
north wall of the warehouse during the blaze.

The Whittaker train rolls slowly by the shop, giving the tourists a
view of the carnage.
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In the spring of 1969, conductor Gearold Cassell rides the footboard of Shay 7 past the old Cass shop. At this lower end,
the packing in the spaces between the concrete foundation pylons was plank. Most of the other gaps between the bottom
of the steel siding and the ground were filled in with rough-laid rock walls as seen here. Under the machine shop, the areas
between the pylons were left open.  (Richard Sparks) 


